
NEW:
Electric Multidirectional Counterbalance Forklift

Driver’s cabin
The spacious cabin offers plenty of comfort  
and elbow room. All truck information is shown 
clearly on the colour graphics display HIT (HUBTEX-
Information-Terminal). The display is mounted on 
an adjustable retaining arm, so that the driver may 
align it individually to his need. The operation of all 
hydraulic movements as well as the preselection of 

Optimal panoramic view
The unique cabin concept allows an optimal panoramic 
view, the driver’s visual range increases to a previously 
unreachable area. Additionally the compact construction 
of the truck allows optimal overlook of the truck itself.

The driver’s cabin is designed for best possible ergonomics 
and the panoramic view is improved by a compact lift  
mast structure and an application-optimized fork carriage.  
The intelligent drive control in combination with newest 
electric motors and the patent-registered steering  
system HX makes the truck unbeatably versatile, efficient 
and user-friendly in its class.

With the new FluX HUBTEX introduces the first generation 
of multidirectional counterbalance trucks for a combined 
indoor and outdoor application. The vehicle is designed to 
handle and transport pallets and long materials. The 
special characteristic of FluX is the compact frame length 
and the fixed lift mast position, thus suited for loading 
and unloading lorries and truck trailers.

Truck FluX 30 FluX 40

Load capacity (t) 3,0 4,0

Lift height (mm) up to 7500 up to 7500

Frame length (mm) 1850 1950

Chassis 4-wheel 4-wheel

Tyres Elastic Elastic

Battery voltage (V) 48 48

Cabin crosswise seat crosswise seat

driving direction as a standard is  
made by the ergonomical multifunction joystick.  
The height adjustable and tiltable steering column  
offers additional comfort to the operator.



Multidirectional steering system HX
By using the patented and exclusively at HUBTEX available 
steering system HX the FluX can change from length to cross 
drive without stopping. This reduces the time needed  
to switch wheels, and provides excellent manoeuvrability.
This is especially advantageous for applications in free-ranging 
storages with lots of drive direction changes, for loading and 
unloading lorries and truck trailers, or in block storage applica-
tions. A significant reduction of wear on the wheels is an 
additional benefit as the change of drive direction is effected 
during driving and requires no intermediate stop.

Fork carriage and lift mast 
Lift masts and fork carriages are specifically 
developed for the new truck series. The focus 
of development was optimized visibility 
towards the load and the driveway. The result 
are very compact lift masts and application- 
optimized fork carriages. 

Chassis, drives and tyres
The series FluX is equipped with a 4-wheel frame to 
optimize the driving and steering behaviour. Due to the 
proven HUBTEX all-wheel steering large steering angles 
and smallest possible turning radiuses in all driving 
directions are unrestrictedly guaranteed. 

Energy efficient and powerful AC drives and AC pump 
motors come into operation. To cope with the require-
ments of all sorts of floor conditions the lift-truck is 
equipped with elastic tyres as a standard.
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